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Executive summary
This report outlines the findings of an investigation into the lawfulness of the amount charged by Brisbane City
Council (council) for its Ownership Transfer Fee (OTF).The OTF is imposed on new property owners pursuant to
s.99 of the City of Brisbane Act 2010 for the purpose of ‘recording a change of ownership of land’ in council’s land
record. The OTF for this financial year is $177.
The investigation found that the amount of the OTF was not properly fixed by council in accordance with legislation
for the financial years 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14. I have therefore recommended that the portion of the OTF
which was not fixed in accordance with the legislation be refunded for the relevant financial years.
The investigation was conducted as a result of a complaint to this Office from a new property owner who alleged
that council had been unable to demonstrate how the OTF meets the requirements of s.99(4) of the City of Brisbane
Act 2010 (COBA). This provision provides that, as the OTF is a ‘cost-recovery fee,’ it must not be more than the cost
to council of taking the action for which the fee is charged. Pursuant to s.99, that action is ‘recording a change of
ownership of land.’
The Council’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO) was provided with an opportunity to comment on a proposed report
provided on 20 September 2013. In his response dated 29 November 2013 the CEO did not accept the opinions
and recommendations as detailed in the proposed report, except a general opinion which related to the proper
interpretation of s.99 of the COBA. However, he advised that as from 1 July 2014 the OTF will cease to be imposed
under s.99 of the COBA and will be replaced with a ‘change of ownership service charge’ under s.242 of the COBA.
My opinions and recommendations remain unchanged from the proposed report provided to the CEO.
The investigation involved a review of:
•
the relevant legislation (see Chapter 2)
•
the documents provided by council to explain the process it uses to calculate the OTF amount (see Chapter
3) and
•
the descriptions provided by council of activities included in the cost of the OTF (see Chapters 4 and 5).
I was assisted in this regard by legal advice provided to council by council’s Chief Legal Counsel and legal advice
provided to this Office by Mr Mark Hinson QC relating to the issues in this investigation.
The central issue in this investigation was the nature of the costs lawfully involved in council recording a change
of ownership of land (see Chapter 4) pursuant to s.99 of the COBA. In council’s view, the activity of recording
a change of ownership of land included a wide range of billing and governance activities which I consider are
activities consequential upon the act of recording a change of ownership. Legal advice provided to both council
and this Office does not support the inclusion of such consequential costs in the calculation of the OTF. Rather,
the legal advice indicated that only activities involved in recording a change of ownership can be included in the
calculation of the OTF, and nothing more.
In light of this legal advice, I evaluated the activities included by council in the calculation of the OTF (see Chapter
5). In my opinion, the OTF amount is more than may lawfully be recovered by council to the extent that it includes
the costs of activities consequential to recording a change of ownership. In some cases the descriptions of the
activities were too limited to make definitive determinations about whether those activities were properly
included in the OTF amount. Therefore, it now falls on council to recalculate the OTF for the three relevant financial
years and refund the difference to relevant property owners.
Councils across Queensland charge different amounts for their ownership transfer fees under identical provisions
to the COBA. 1 Therefore the issues raised in this report are applicable to all councils.

1 Section 97, Local Government Act 2009.
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Opinions and recommendations
Opinions
I form the following opinions:2
Opinion 1
The head of power under s.99 of the COBA authorises the fixing of a fee to recover the costs of recording a
change of ownership, not costs of activities consequential to taking that action.

Opinion 2
The OTF of $165 fixed by the council for the financial year 2011-12 and subsequent fees set for 2012-13
and 2013-14 exceeded the cost of recording a change of ownership of land in the land record because the
cost components used by the council went beyond the scope of s.99(4) of the COBA. The OTF was therefore
unlawfully imposed and constitutes administrative action which was contrary to law under s.49(2)(a) and
unreasonable under s.49(2)(b) of the Ombudsman Act 2001.

Opinion 3
Council failed to adequately and meaningfully respond to the complainant on how the OTF was a true
reflection of the cost to council of recording a change of ownership of land.
Recommendations
I make the following recommendations:3
Recommendation 1
Council:
(a) recalculate the OTF for 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14 in accordance with the proper interpretation
of the scope of s.99 of the COBA outlined in this report by excluding costs of activities consequential
upon recording a change of ownership of land (the newly calculated fee) and
(b) refund to the owners of land who were charged the OTF, the amount imposed less the newly
calculated fee for the financial years 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14.

Recommendation 2
Council write to the complainant setting out the basis for determining the amount of the newly calculated
OTF for 2011-12 for recording the change of ownership of the land in the complainant’s name.

2 For the purposes of Part 6, Division 1 of the Ombudsman Act 2001.
3 Under s.50 of the Ombudsman Act.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
This report considers whether the Brisbane City Council (council) has correctly calculated the amount of its
property ownership transfer fee (OTF) which is imposed by council on new property owners for recording a
change of property ownership in council’s land record.
The OTF is a ‘cost-recovery fee’ fixed under s.99 of the City of Brisbane Act 2010 (COBA) for the purpose of ‘recording
a change of ownership of land’. Under the COBA a cost-recovery fee ‘must not be more than the cost to council of
taking the action for which the fee is charged’.4 In this case, the relevant action is council ‘recording a change of
ownership of land’. 5
A new property owner raised a complaint with this Office alleging:
•
the OTF charged by council during the 2011-12 financial year was excessive, and
•
that council’s response to the complainant failed to demonstrate that the OTF charged was a true reflection
of the actual cost to council of recording a change in ownership of land in its land record.
Council’s OTF was fixed by council resolution at:
•
$165 for the 2011-12 financial year
•
$173 for the 2012-13 financial year
•
$177 for the 2013-14 financial year.
The issue for investigation is whether the OTF amount imposed on new property owners for the three relevant
financial years was properly fixed in accordance with s.99 of the COBA. The central contention considered in this
report is the scope of activities involved in ‘recording a change of ownership of land’ which council can lawfully
include in the calculation of the OTF as a cost-recovery fee under s.99 of the COBA.
This Office previously investigated the amount of council’s OTF in the late 1990s, when the fee was set at $200
under previous legislation.6 The dealings between this Office and council were discontinued when council
decided, in 2004, to fix its OTF at $60.
What is the OTF?
The State Titles Registry records changes in title (land ownership) and charges a fee. The OTF is a separate charge,
beyond the State Titles Registry fee, imposed by council on new property owners for recording a change of
property ownership details in council’s land record.
Changes in land ownership details7 are provided by the State Titles Registry in electronic format to all councils
in Queensland. Councils use the data provided to update ownership (land) records, by recording the name and
address of the new owner for the relevant land.

1.2 Issues for investigation
The principal issue for investigation is whether council has correctly calculated the OTF.
As part of the investigation,8 this Office considered the following issues:
•
the legislative basis for the OTF (Chapter 2)
•
the process council used to calculate the OTF (Chapter 3)
•
the types of costs that can lawfully be included in the calculation of the OTF as a cost-recovery fee for the
purpose of ‘recording a change of ownership of land’ (Chapter 4)
•
the costs council includes in its calculation of the OTF (Chapter 5)
4 Under s.99(4) of the COBA.
5 Under s.99(2)(b) of the COBA.
6 The past investigation related to the OTF as then fixed under the previous legislation, s.59(1)(f ) of the repealed City of Brisbane Act 1924 which dealt with
‘general charges’. Section 59 of the 1924 Act was repealed in 2003 and replaced with s.1071A of the Local Government Act 1993 relating to ‘regulatory fees’.
7 The information provided by the Titles Registry under this process is the data in Form 1 and Form 24 lodged in the Titles Registry for the registration of
a change of ownership of land under the Land Titles Act 1994. The information includes, among other things, information as to the new owner’s postal
address (if different from the physical address of the land in question), the date the new owner takes possession of the land and the sale price.
8 Conducted under s.24(a) of the Ombudsman Act.
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•
•

whether the OTF was lawfully fixed (Chapter 5)
the council’s response to the findings in the proposed report (Chapter 6).

1.3 Jurisdiction
The Ombudsman is an officer of the Parliament empowered to deal with complaints about the administrative
actions of Queensland government departments, public authorities and local governments.
Under the Ombudsman Act 2001, I have authority to:
•
investigate maladministration by public sector agencies in response to complaints or on my own initiative
•
make recommendations to an agency being investigated about ways of rectifying the effects of its
maladministration and improving its practices and procedures
•
consider the administrative practices of agencies generally and make recommendations, or provide
information or other assistance to improve practices and procedures.
If I consider that an agency’s actions were unlawful, unreasonable, unfair or otherwise wrong, I may provide a
report to the principal officer of the agency. In the report, I may make recommendations to rectify the effect
of the maladministration identified or to improve the agency’s policies, practices or procedures with a view to
minimising the prospect of similar problems occurring.
If appropriate, I may also publish the report with the approval of the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly.

1.4 Investigation methodology
The investigation involved review and analysis of relevant legislation and a wide range of documents provided
by council in relation to the basis on which council calculated its OTF for the financial year 2011-12. The council
confirmed that it calculated the OTF on the same basis for the next two financial years.9 However, council’s CEO
advised in his response to the proposed report (see further Chapter 6) that from 1 July 2014 the OTF will be
replaced with a ‘change of ownership service charge’ under a different provision of the COBA and its amount
determined as part of the 2014 budget process.
During the course of the investigation, I obtained:
•
legal advice from Mr Mark Hinson QC (Mr Hinson) about the legal basis of the calculation of the OTF (extract
attached in Appendix A)
•
a copy of internal legal advice from council’s Chief Legal Counsel (CLC) in relation to the same issue (extracted
at section 4.2 of this report)
•
council’s response to my proposed opinions and recommendations.
I took those advices and council’s response into account in forming my opinions and recommendations.

1.5 Council’s response to this report
Council’s CEO was given an opportunity to comment on a proposed (draft) report and did not accept the
majority of the proposed opinions and recommendations. In particular, while council’s CEO does not dispute my
interpretation of s.99 of the COBA, he did not agree with the reasoning regarding what costs can and cannot be
included in the calculation of the OTF.
The CEO’s response is summarised in Chapter 6 of this report.

9 Email dated 30 July 2013 from the Acting Executive Officer of the Chief Executive’s Office at council to this Office which confirmed: ‘… the basis for
calculation of the Ownership Transfer Fee charged in 2012-13 and 2013-14 has remained the same as in 2011-12. Of course the associated costs have
increased over this period.’
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Chapter 2: The legislative basis for the Ownership Transfer Fee (OTF)
This chapter outlines the legislative basis for the establishment and calculation of the OTF as a cost-recovery fee.
The legislation relevant to this investigation is s.99 of the COBA and the City of Brisbane Regulation 2012 (the
regulation).

2.1 Council’s obligation to record changes of ownership in land
The regulation obliges a new owner of land to give council notice of a change of ownership of the land within 30
days of the change.10 The new owner can comply with this obligation by providing the State Registrar of Titles a
form for the change of ownership and the instrument of transfer of the land. 11
The State Titles Registry provides all councils in Queensland with changes in land ownership details in electronic
format on a regular basis. The regulation requires that upon receipt of the change of ownership details12 from the
Registrar of Titles, council must record the details of the new owner of the land in council’s land records. 13

2.2 OTF is a ‘cost-recovery fee’ under s.99
The COBA provides that council may, by resolution, fix a ‘cost-recovery fee’ (s.99(1)) for the purpose of ‘recording
a change of ownership of land’ (s.99(2)(b)). Under s.99(4) of the COBA, a cost-recovery fee must not be more than
the cost to council of taking the action for which the fee is charged.
City of Brisbane Act 2010
99 Cost-recovery fees
(1) The council may, under a local law or a resolution, fix a cost-recovery fee.
(2) A cost-recovery fee is a fee for—
(a) an application for the issue or renewal of a licence, permit, registration or other approval under a
local government related law (an application fee); or
(b) recording a change of ownership of land; or
(c) giving information kept under a local government related law; or
(d) seizing property or animals under a local government related law; or
(e) the performance of another responsibility imposed on the council under the Building Act or the
Plumbing and Drainage Act.
(3) A local law or resolution for subsection (2)(d) or (e) must state—
(a) the person liable to pay the cost-recovery fee; and
(b) the time within which the fee must be paid.
(4) A cost-recovery fee must not be more than the cost to the council of taking the action for which the
fee is charged.
(5) …
(6) …
(7) …
(8) The council may fix a cost-recovery fee by resolution even if the fee had previously been fixed by a local
law.
[My underlining]

Council fixed the OTF by resolutions adopting council budgets for each of the financial years 2011-12, 2012-13
10 Section 152(2) of the regulation.
11 Section 153(3) of the regulation.
12 The information provided by the Titles Registry under this process is the data in Form 1 and Form 24 lodged in the Titles Registry for the registration
of a change of ownership of land under the Land Titles Act 1994. The information includes, among other things, information as to the new owner’s postal
address (if different from the physical address of the land in question), the date the new owner takes possession of the land, and the sale price.
13 Section 154 of the regulation.
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and 2013-14. Council’s Register of Cost-Recovery Fees14 identifies s.99(2)(b) as the source of power under which
the OTF was fixed for those financial years.
Therefore, it is common ground between council and this Office that:
•
the OTF is a cost-recovery fee under s.99 of the COBA
•
the OTF is fixed for the purpose of ‘recording a change of ownership of land’ under s.99(2)(b) of the COBA.

2.3 Ownership details required for the ‘land record’
The act of ‘recording a change of ownership of land’ necessarily involves updating certain aspects of council’s
land record. The regulation requires that council’s CEO must ensure council’s ‘land record’ is up-to-date.15 The
land record is used to identify who is responsible for paying rates or charges for particular land.16 The regulation
outlines the information relating to each parcel of land that must be included in the land record, including the
name and postal address of the owner of the land. 17
City of Brisbane Regulation 2012
146 Land record to be kept
(1) The council must keep a land record.
(2) A land record contains the following information for each parcel of rateable land in its area—
(a) the name and postal address of the owner of the land;
(b) a description of the land, including its location and size;
(c) its value and the day of effect of the relevant valuation under the Land Valuation Act;
(d) information about rates or charges for the land, including about the following—
(i) the type and amounts of rates or charges levied on the land;
(ii) if differential general rates are levied—the rating category of the land;
(iii) the date of each levy and the due date for payment;
(iv) the period for which the rates or charges are levied;
(v) the financial year to which the rates or charges apply;
(vi) concessions granted or discounts given for payment of rates or charges;
(vii) payment of rates or charges by instalments;
(viii) any overdue rates or charges, accrued interest on overdue rates or charges and the interest rate
applying to overdue rates or charges;
(ix) the date when rates or charges are paid;
(e) any other information that the council considers appropriate.
[My underlining]

Therefore, the activity of ‘recording a change of ownership of land’ under s.99(2)(b) of the COBA necessarily entails
recording the following details in the council’s land record:
•
the new owner’s name and address (for the service of notices under the COBA and other legislation
administered by council)
•
the effective date of the change of ownership, namely the date the new owner takes possession of the land
under the relevant contract of sale. 18

14 Kept pursuant to s.100(1) of the COBA. Email dated 2 September 2013 from council to this Office enclosing Register of Cost Recovery Fees as it relates to
the OTF for the financial years 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14.
15 Section 148(1) of the regulation. Council’s land records are established and maintained under s.146 of the regulation.
16 Section 145(2) of the regulation.
17 Section 146(2)(a) of the regulation.
18 Paragraph 9 of Mr Hinson QC’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013 (Appendix A).
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Chapter 3: How was the OTF fixed?
During the investigation, council provided this Office with a range of documents to explain how the OTF was
fixed. This chapter outlines the process council followed.
The document provided by council titled ‘Attachment C’ (Appendix B) identifies council’s process for calculating
the OTF for the 2011-12 financial year, which is described by council as ‘full absorption costing.’ This process
appears to involve estimating a proportion of its total costs of revenue management activities and supporting
activities attributable to recording changes of ownership. 19
Appendix B indicates that for the 2011-12 financial year, council’s OTF was calculated by:
•
identifying council’s total costs for ‘revenue management activities’ and ‘supporting activities’ for the financial
year
•
then, identifying the percentage of those costs council considers relevant to the calculation of the OTF. The
relevant percentages are identified under the heading ‘proportional OTF cost’
•
finally, dividing the total costs of activities relating to the OTF (the ‘total proportional OTF cost’) of $4,224,424
by the estimated volume of ownership transfers to be processed that year (25,000) to arrive at a single
transaction cost of $168.98. The actual OTF for 2011-12 was fixed at $165.
In summary, this process can be represented by the following table based on information provided by council: 20
Total proportional OTF cost
Estimated number of property transfers
Average fee cost
Fee fixed
Estimated total revenue

$4,224,424
25,000
$168.98
$165
$4,125,000

The estimated total revenue from the OTF for the financial year 2011-12 was therefore $4,125,000. 21
A second document provided by council titled ‘Attachment F’ (see Appendix C) contains a more detailed schedule
of activities relating to the OTF provided to this Office to explain why council believes the OTF was properly fixed
(discussed in Chapter 4).

19 Paragraph 15 of Mark Hinson QC’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
20 Letter from council to this Office dated 9 April 2013.
21 However, Attachment D in council’s letter to this Office dated 9 April 2013, described as ‘Record that identifies the number of ownership transfers since
2006/07 to current including 2012/13 forecast, and the overall revenue from this source’ states that the ‘Total estimated number of OTF during 2011-2012’ (that,
is the estimated number of property transfers) was ‘22752’ and the ‘Total estimated OTF for 2011-2012’ (that is, estimated total revenue) was ‘$3,754,039.77,’
while the ‘Total estimated number of OTF during 2012-2013’ was ‘23,000’ and the ‘Total estimated OTF for 2012-2013’ was ‘$3,979,000.00.’
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Chapter 4: What types of costs can be included in the calculation of the OTF?
This chapter considers the types of costs which can lawfully be included in the calculation of the OTF. As established
in Chapter 2, the OTF is a cost-recovery fee fixed under s.99 of the COBA for the purpose of recording a change of
ownership of land. Therefore, council may include in the calculation of the OTF only the costs of activities involved
in recording a change of ownership of land in council’s land record.
Council has designated a wide range of activities as comprising those involved in recording a change of ownership
of land in council’s land record. However, legal advice provided to both council and this Office indicates that only
the costs of a narrower range of activities can be lawfully included in the calculation of the OTF.

4.1 Council’s view of activities relevant to calculating the OTF
Council set out descriptions of the activities it includes in the calculation of the OTF in council documents titled
‘Attachment C’ (Appendix B) and ‘Attachment F’ (Appendix C).
These two documents revealed that council calculates the OTF with reference to the cost of a wide range of billing
and governance activities which council maintains comprise the activity of ‘recording a change of ownership of
land’ in council’s land record. These activities are reviewed in detail in Chapter 5.
The CEO explained council’s interpretation of the scope of activities in his covering letter22 providing documents
to this Office:
I trust this information clarifies that Council’s full costs of recording ownership change is far more than
merely keying data into a computer system. Rather ownership changes affect a myriad of systems
and processes across land registry, customer management, rating, billing, receipting and collection to
ensure ratepayers are correctly charged by Council.
Further, Council believes its full absorption costing approach most accurately represents the true cost to
ratepayers of delivering this service.
[Emphasis added]

Some examples of the wide range of activities council maintains comprise, wholly or partly, the action of ‘recording
a change of ownership of land’ are listed in ‘Attachment F’ (Appendix C) and include:
4. Team discussions on more complex ownership change issues. Example: Resumption of part of the land
by a government department or agency such as Department of Transport and Main Roads.
5. Assessing the rate account to determine what the appropriate rating category to apply is based on the
land and its current use following the pending or actual ownership change. Example: A property may
change from owner-occupied to non-owner occupied or possibly commercial depending on the nature
of the new owners and the land use.
6. Properties may need to be physically inspected to confirm its current use following a change of
ownership. Example: Where a Rates Assessor wishes to investigate an anomaly with the ownership and
land use that could affect the property’s rating.
8. Applying the relevant State and Council charges to the rate account including fire service levy and
waste management charge. Example: Fire service and waste management levies may vary if the land use
has altered as a result of ownership change.
12. Evaluating applications for rates exemptions, remissions and/or objections. Example: Examples
include general rate exemptions, category objections, not-for-profit remission, owner-occupier remission
and multi-residential (single family) applications.
15. Producing and distributing an amended bill to the new owner where the rating category and/or charges
have varied. Example: Property has changed from owner occupied to non-owner occupied residence.

22 Dated 9 April 2013.
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4.2 Recent legal advice on activities relevant to calculating the OTF
Recent legal opinions provided to council and this Office do not support council’s interpretation of the scope of
activities involved in ‘recording a change of ownership of land’ in council’s land record.
4.2.1 Recent legal advice to this Office
As noted above, I sought the advice of Mr Mark Hinson QC (see the relevant portions set out in Appendix A)
regarding the activities included by council when costing the OTF.
Mr Hinson advised that in his view, the scope of activities involved in ‘recording a change in ownership in land’
under s.99(2)(b) of the COBA was narrow.23 The scope does not include activities consequential upon recording a
change of ownership or related or associated activities.24
Rather, the activity of recording a change of ownership in land includes whatever change is necessary in council’s
land record to record the name of the new owner in place of the name of the previous owner. Relevantly, Mr
Hinson stated:
The scope of the s.99(2)(b) activity is narrow in my opinion. The language used is precise and clear — the
relevant activity is recording a change of ownership of land. That means, in my opinion, making whatever
change is necessary in the Council’s land record to record the name of the new owner in place of the name
of the previous owner.’ 25
To the extent that the fee charged by the Council is a fee for activities other than the recording of a change
of ownership of land, it falls outside the scope of s.99. 26

Mr Hinson advised further that council has a discretion about whether it charges a cost-recovery fee for recording
a change of ownership of land, and where it does so, it is limited to fixing a fee for the activity of recording a
change of ownership and cannot fix a cost-recovery fee for related or associated activities, which may be recovered
through the general rate.27 He stated:
The council is not required to fix a cost-recovery fee for recording a change of ownership of land. It has
a discretion to do so. If it did not charge such a fee, the cost of recording changes of ownership would
simply be part of the cost of maintaining a land record and revenue management systems which would be
funded out of general rate revenue. To the extent that the Council has fixed a cost-recovery fee, it is limited
to fixing a fee for the activity of recording a change of ownership and cannot fix a cost-recovery fee
for related or associated activities. The cost of those related or associated activities may be recovered
through the general rate. 28
[My emphasis]

Mr Hinson noted that, by s.99 of the COBA authorising the fixing of a cost-recovery fee ‘for’ an activity, it denotes a
more direct relationship than the language found in previous legislation related to the fixing of an OTF. 29 Further,
Mr Hinson differentiated the OTF from other fees in two cases under legislation with wider and more general
language than s.99 of the COBA and noted that:
The council’s approach, described as full absorption costing, might be justified if s.99 used wider
and more general language such as the statutory provisions considered in Epic Energy and Airservices
Australia. But s.99 is much narrower and specific in its terms. As explained earlier in paragraph 28 the
action to be costed and for which a fee may be fixed is the action of making whatever change is necessary
in the Council’s land record to record the name of the new owner in place of the name of the previous
owner.’ 30
[My emphasis]

23 Paragraph 28 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
24 Paragraphs 29, 32, 33, 34 and 37 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
25 Paragraph 28 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
26 Paragraph 30 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
27 Paragraphs 32, 33, 34 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
28 Paragraph 32 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
29 Paragraph 29 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
30 Paragraph 47 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
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4.2.2 Recent legal advice to council
During the investigation, council provided this Office with legal advice it obtained in response to the complaint.
The legal opinion dated 3 December 2012 was prepared by council’s Chief Legal Counsel (CLC). Like Mr Hinson,
the CLC took a strict view on the interpretation of s.99 of the COBA. The CLC advised that the OTF amount should
not include costs for actions ancillary to recording a change of ownership of land and furthermore that the OTF
should relate to the direct cost of council officers’ time to update council’s Ownership Register and nothing more.
The CLC indicated in his advice to council’s officers that:
… the OTF can be no more than the cost of “recording a change of ownership.” …
Of necessity, the time and costs to Council of simply updating its records from one owner to another
cannot be significant. …
In theory there should only be the time and resources of one officer to simply update the database (which
is the view taken by [the complainant]).

The CLC also advised that the relevant statutory provisions:
… required the (OTF) to be set for the costs of “recording change of ownership” only which expressly
rejected charging for ancillary actions to the record of change …
Accordingly you need to be able to show that the average cost to Council of recording changes of
ownership relate to the direct cost of Council Officers’ time to update the Council Ownership Register
and nothing more.

Despite the CLC’s advice, council maintains its calculation of the OTF, which includes the cost of a wide range of
billing and governance activities, is correctly fixed in accordance with s.99 of the COBA.
I have carefully considered the CLC’s advice to council and agree with his conclusion, that is, the s.99 COBA head
of power does not provide for charges ancillary to the recording of a change of ownership.

4.3 Opinion
I form the following opinion:
Opinion 1
The head of power under s.99 of the COBA authorises the fixing of a fee to recover the costs of recording a
change of ownership, not costs of activities consequential to taking that action.
I consider the above opinion is the starting point for considering whether council’s OTF was lawfully fixed.
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Chapter 5: Was the OTF lawfully fixed?
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the lawfulness of the various costs included by council in its calculation
of the OTF based on the legal advice provided to this Office. However, due to the lack of detail provided by council
in the descriptions of the activities included in the calculation of the OTF, the analysis in this chapter serves as a
general guide rather than a definitive statement about what costs can lawfully be included in the OTF.

5.1 Criteria for evaluating whether an activity can be included in the calculation of the OTF
The criteria
The legal advice provided to this Office indicates that under s.99 of the COBA activities which are consequential to,
related or associated with ‘recording a change of ownership of land,’ are not costs which can lawfully be included
in the calculation of the OTF.
Council provided two documents, Attachment C (Appendix B) and Attachment F (Appendix C) that describe
the activities (the cost of which are partly or wholly) included in the calculation of the OTF. These activities are
evaluated below to determine whether they are activities which satisfy the requirements of s.99(2)(b) of the COBA.
Upon evaluation of the activities outlined in Appendix B and Appendix C against the above criteria, Mr Hinson
concluded that council had included some costs in its calculation of the OTF for the 2011-12 financial year which
do not fall within the scope of the s.99(4) power requiring the fee to be not more than the cost of taking the action
for which the OTF is charged.

5.2 Issues with descriptions of activities in Appendix B
The document titled ‘Attachment C’ (Appendix B) contains four spread sheets which identify council’s process for
calculating the OTF for the 2011-12 financial year.
Mr Hinson notes in respect of Appendix B that ‘(t)here is opacity and a lack of detail in the spread sheet which
makes it difficult to identify what costs are involved in recording a change of ownership of land.’ 31 I agree with Mr
Hinson’s assessment.
My understanding is that the OTF calculation in Appendix B is informed by the more detailed schedule of activities
listed by council in Appendix C. However the relationship between these documents is not clear.
Despite the limitations on analysis of Appendix B for the purpose of this report, I note the observations made by
Mr Hinson in his advice, particularly in relation to the 34 activities outlined in the fourth spreadsheet of Appendix
B titled Revenue Management Activity Based Costing Model 2011/12.32 He noted two activities are identified by
council as being ‘wholly attributable’ to an OTF task:
•
‘CLD ownership maintenance’ (921 hours over three months)
•
‘Ownership transfer fee’ (128 hours over three months) 33
In respect of the ‘CLD ownership maintenance’ activity Mr Hinson notes:
CLD is, I understand, a reference to Core Land Database, which is in effect the Council’s electronic land
record. The above two activities account for a total of 1049 hours over the 3 month period. 34

In my view, the cost of the activity ‘CLD ownership maintenance’ would likely be properly included in the calculation
of the OTF to the extent that it is for recording the change of ownership information in the land record as required
by the regulation, that is, the new owner’s name and address and the effective date of ownership (see 2.3 of this
report).
It is unclear what actions fall within the second activity titled ‘Ownership transfer fee’ which as noted above,
was identified as being ‘wholly attributable’ to an OTF task and taking ‘128 hours over three months’ in the
spreadsheet titled Revenue Management Activity Based Costing Model 2011/12 in Appendix B. It may be that the
actions comprising the activity titled ‘Ownership transfer fee’ are the activities listed in Appendix C. However, due
31 Paragraph 15 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
32 See Appendix B, p.42.
33 See paragraph 17 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
34 Quoted from paragraph 18 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
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to the lack of information available about the nature of the activity titled ‘Ownership transfer fee’ I am unable to
determine whether the cost of this activity is properly included in the OTF.
After reviewing the remaining 32 activities of the 34 activities listed on the spreadsheet titled Revenue Management
Based Costing Model 2011/12 in Appendix B, Mr Hinson concluded ‘(i)t is difficult to see how these activities, save
for the change of address activity, have any real relationship with the activity of recording a change of ownership
of land.’ 35
While it is difficult to draw conclusions about the costs outlined in Appendix B provided by council, Appendix C
provides more details about the activities that council includes in the calculation of the OTF.

5.3 Evaluation of council activities described in Appendix C
As noted earlier, the second document provided by council titled ‘Attachment F: BCC Change of Ownership Activities’
(Appendix C) is a more detailed schedule of activities relating to the OTF provided to this Office to help explain why
council believes the OTF was properly fixed. To this end, council listed 25 ‘Rating Activities’ and nine ‘Supporting
Activities’ in the schedule in Appendix C. The schedule in Appendix C provided by council has been adapted for
this report with an extra column titled ‘QO Comment’ and ‘Comment’ with this Office’s evaluation of each of the
activities. The adapted schedule in Appendix C was also provided to Mr Hinson to assist his advice to this Office.
Some but not all of the ‘Ratings activities’ and ‘Supporting activities’ listed in the schedule in Appendix C can
be related to the activities described in Appendix B. The precise relationship between the information provided
by council in Appendix B and C remains unclear and was not clarified by council’s CEO in his response to the
proposed report.36
5.3.1 Evaluation of the 25 ‘Rating Activities’
Council provided an explanation with the list of 25 ‘Rating Activities’ in Appendix C:
The change of ownership of land is a significant event in Council’s rating process and is the catalyst for a
myriad of activities that ensures ratepayers are correctly rated and informed.
Council is typically notified of a change of ownership through a daily data file received from the
Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM). Council also monitors requests for
solicitor’s requisitions and rates searches as early notification of pending ownership changes. This enables
Council to complete some of the ownership changes activities ahead of time facilitating timelier billing of
the new customer.
Once notified, Council officers perform a range of activities …37

After reviewing the 25 Rating Activities in Attachment F (Appendix C) which included this Office’s assessment of
each of those activities in the column titled ‘QO Comment’, Mr Hinson confirmed this Office’s assessment of those
activities.38
That assessment was that on the information before me, there were two ‘Rating Activities’ which were wholly
properly included in full in the calculation of the OTF, these are:
‘Rating Activities’
Wholly properly included in the OTF
2. Updating the ownership information on the land record to reflect the details provided by DNRM in Core
Land. Officer manually updates the land record in Core Land.
3. Creating or updating the customer’s billing address, which may differ from the property address in
Council’s Revenue Information Management System (RIMS).

In my view, a further three ‘Rating Activities’ could properly be partly included in the calculation of the OTF because
35 Quoted from paragraph 19 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
36 Letter from council’s CEO to this Office dated 29 November 2013.
37 See Appendix C, p.43
38 Paragraph 50 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
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they are partly for the activity of recording a change of ownership of land, these are:
Partly properly included in the OTF
4. Team discussions on more complex ownership change issues. Resumption of part of the land by a
government department or agency such as Department of Transport and Main Roads.
23. Maintain quality and control of ownership change processing through continuous monitoring,
reporting and review of exceptions in ownership change events.
24. Council officers undertake training to record ownership changes and perform related activities to
ensure the rate account is correctly updated.

Therefore, the percentage of the cost of these three activities that is for recording a change of ownership of land
could be included in the calculation of the OTF. To the extent that these three Rating Activities partly relate to
activities that are consequential upon the recording of a change of ownership of land, I consider that the identified
activities are not lawfully included in the calculation of the council’s OTF.
5.3.2 Evaluation of the nine ‘Supporting Activities’
Council provided the following explanation with the list of nine ‘Supporting Activities’ in Appendix C. 39
Council’s full costs absorption approach captures the proportionate share of overheads necessary to
support and enable to [sic] delivery of rating services including changes of ownership.
The proportion of these supporting activity costs relevant to ownership change functions is determined
through the use of the Activity Based Costing data gathered in the Revenue Management work area.

The nine Supporting Activities can be described as indirect costs/corporate overheads. On the information
available, it is possible that a percentage of the costs for each of those corporate overheads could be included in
the calculation of the OTF, to the extent that those activities are undertaken for recording a change of ownership
of land. However, the cost of any corporate activities that are consequential upon the recording of a change of
ownership should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.
After reviewing the nine Supporting Activities described in Attachment F (Appendix C) which included this
Office’s assessment of each of those activities in the column titled ‘Comment,’ Mr Hinson confirmed this Office’s
assessment of those activities.40
As noted in the column titled ‘Comment’ in Appendix C, on the information before me, of the nine ‘Supporting
Activities’ only six of those activities (listed below) could be properly partly included in the calculation of the OTF:
‘Supporting activities’
Partly properly included in the OTF
1. Information and Communications Technology (ICT). Provision of computer workstations, corporate and
desktop applications, voice and data networks, server and storage infrastructure and ICT operations and
support activities.
2. Rent. Office space, fixtures, fittings and related facilities charges including utilities and cleaning.
3. Accounting. Financial and managerial accounting of corporate revenue including rates and OTF.
4. Financial Services Manager’s Office. Oversight and management of the Financial Services Section of within
the Support Services Centre of Council, of which the Revenue Management function is part of.
5. Support Service Centre Executive Manager’s Office. Oversight and management of the Support Services
Centre of Council, of which the Financial Services section is part of.
9. Other Areas. (d) Corporate Human Resources – HR and industrial relations support to Revenue Management,
and (e) Employee and Reporting Services – recruitment and WHS support to Revenue Management.
39 See Appendix C, p.49.
40 Paragraph 51 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
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Therefore, the percentage of the cost of these six ‘Supporting Activities’, that is for recording a change of
ownership of land, could be included in the calculation of the OTF. To the extent that these ‘Supporting Activities’
partly relate to activities that are consequential upon the recording of a change of ownership of land, I consider
that the identified activities are not lawfully included in the calculation of the council’s OTF.
5.3.3 Activities consequential upon ‘recording a change of ownership of land’
As noted in the column ‘Ombudsman’s Comment’ in Attachment F (Appendix C) the remaining 20 ‘Rating
Activities’ and three ‘Supporting Activities’ relate entirely to activities consequential upon the recording of a change
of ownership of land and reflect general governance activities associated with the rating and billing processes of
the council. In line with my Opinion 1, these are costs that, based on the information before me, should not be
included in the calculation of the OTF. Therefore, it follows that the OTF for the financial year 2011-12 was not
properly fixed in accordance with s.99 of the COBA.
Some examples of these ‘consequential’ activities include:
‘Rating Activities’
1. Checking and updating the land and corridor information on the land record in Council’s Core Land
application.
5. Assessing the rate account to determine what the appropriate rating category to apply is based on the
land and its current use following the pending or actual ownership change.
8. Applying the relevant State and Council charges to the rate account including fire service levy and
waste management charge.

‘Supporting activities’
7. Lord Mayor’s Administration Office - Handling Lord Mayoral correspondence regarding ownership
changes and the OTF.
8. Corporate Finance - Policy setting, budgeting and financial planning for revenue including the OTF.
Financial reporting of OTF as part Council revenue. Monitoring the financial performance of the OTF and
evaluating impacts on Council’s overall revenue position.

The council activities listed in Appendix C which cannot be said to be properly included in the calculation of the
OTF are noted as such in the column titled ‘Ombudsman’s Comment’ or ‘Comment.’

5.4 Opinions and recommendations
Having regard to the types of activities that council included in the calculation of the OTF, I form the following
opinion:
Opinion 2
The OTF of $165 fixed by the council for the financial year 2011-12 and subsequent fees set for 2012-13
and 2013-14 exceeded the cost of recording a change of ownership of land in the land record because the
cost components used by the council went beyond the scope of s.99(4) of the COBA. The OTF was therefore
unlawfully imposed and constitutes administrative action which was contrary to law under s.49(2)(a) and
unreasonable under s.49(2)(b) of the Ombudsman Act 2001.
As the advice of Mr Hinson indicates the amount of council’s OTF is not set in accordance with s.99 of the COBA, I
consider the council should make refunds to owners of land who were charged the OTF in 2011-12, and each year
since. I presently consider that as council was entitled to fix a fee for recording a change of ownership, council
is entitled to retain a portion of the costs incurred, properly relating to taking the action for which the fee may
lawfully be charged. The refund I consider is appropriate is the difference in the amount charged and the newly
calculated fee for each year.
I make the following recommendation:
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Recommendation 1
Council:
(a) recalculate the OTF for 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14 in accordance with a proper interpretation of
the scope of s.99 of the COBA outlined in this report by excluding costs of activities consequential upon
recording a change of ownership of land (the newly calculated fee) and
(b) refund to the owners of land who were charged the OTF, the amount imposed less the newly
calculated fee for the financial years 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14.
In respect of council’s failure to adequately advise the complainant of the basis for its OTF, and given my current
view as to the validity of the fee imposed, I form the following opinion and make the following recommendation:
Opinion 3
Council failed to adequately and meaningfully respond to the complainant on how the OTF was a true
reflection of the cost to council of recording a change of ownership of land.

Recommendation 2
Council write to the complainant setting out the basis for determining the amount of the newly calculated
OTF for 2011-12 for recording the change of ownership of the land in the complainant’s name.
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Chapter 6: CEO’s response to proposed report
Council’s CEO was provided with an opportunity to comment on a proposed (draft) report. In his response dated
29 November 2013, the CEO did not accept the opinions and recommendations in the proposed report, except
proposed Opinion 1. While the CEO did not dispute this Office’s interpretation of the COBA (as set out in proposed
Opinion 1), he did not agree with this Office’s reasoning regarding what costs can and cannot be included in
the calculation of the OTF (as set out in Chapters 4 and 5 of this report). As such, the CEO stated that he believes
that council has calculated the current OTF in accordance with a proper interpretation of s.99 of the COBA and
therefore sees no need to recalculate it or refund any part of it as recommended or at all.
By way of justification of these views, the CEO noted that council ‘has previously provided a detailed legal
justification of the costs included in the calculation of the OTF under s.99(4) of the COBA.’ Council later clarified41
that this was a reference to the ‘detailed costings already provided to your office as part of your information
requests.’ I understand that the CEO was referring to the following documents, all of which were considered by
this Office as part of the investigation:
•
correspondence relating to the complaint made to this Office
•
the spread sheets and other supporting documents provided by council, a number of which were included in
this report (see Appendix B and C of this report) and
•
the CLC’s advice (described in 4.2.2 of this report).
Further, the CEO stated that council has already provided detailed responses to the original complainant and
therefore does not accept that it has failed to adequately and meaningly respond to the complainant (see Opinion
3).
Despite the CEO’s response, he advised that as from 1 July 2014 the OTF will cease to be imposed under s.99 of
the COBA and will be replaced with a ‘change of ownership service charge’ under s.242 of the COBA in an amount
determined as part of the 2014 budget process. In his advice to this Office, Mr Hinson noted that s.242(3)(c) of the
COBA provides that council has the ‘power to charge for a service or facility other than a service or facility for which
a cost-recovery fee may be fixed, where it is necessary or convenient for performing the Council’s responsibilities
to make such a charge.’
Mr Hinson went on to state that:

42

It is clear, in my opinion, that the matters for which there is a power under s.99 to fix a cost-recovery fee
cannot be the subject of a charge under s.242(3)(c).43

As noted above, all of the legal justification provided by council for its position has been considered in detail
throughout the investigation. Given the CEO did not provide any new information to support the response to the
opinions and recommendations in the proposed report, my opinions and recommendations remain unchanged.
In my view, the CEO’s indication that council will introduce a new fee under another head of power from 1 July
2014 does not support the proposition advanced by the CEO that the calculation of the OTF over the relevant
three years was lawful.

41 Email from the Office of the CEO to the Ombudsman dated 3 December 2013
42 Paragraph 25 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013
43 Paragraph 26 of Mr Hinson’s advice to the Ombudsman dated 23 August 2013.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
This investigation considered whether council had lawfully fixed the amount of its OTF imposed on new property
owners for the purpose of recording a change of ownership of land pursuant to s.99(2)(b) of the COBA.
As the OTF is a ‘cost-recovery fee’ under s.99(4) of the COBA, the amount of the OTF must reflect the cost of the
activity of recording a change of ownership of land and nothing more.
The investigation found that council has included in the calculation of its OTF for the financial year 2011-12 the
cost of a range of activities which cannot properly be included in the OTF under s.99(2)(b) of the COBA. Therefore,
I have recommended that the portion of the costs making up the OTF which fall outside those costs allowed by
s.99 of the COBA be refunded to the property owners on whom the OTF was imposed.
Given council has advised that it fixed the OTF for the financial years 2012-13 and 2013-14 on the same basis, I
have made the same recommendation in respect of those financial years.
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Officer manually updates
the land record in Core
Land.

Investor purchases a
property and asks for the
rates correspondence to
be sent to his residence,
property manager or PO
box.

2. Updating the ownership
information on the land
record to reflect the details
provided by DNRM in Core
Land.

3. Creating or updating the
customer’s billing address,
which may differ from
the property address
in Council’s Revenue
Information Management
System (RIMS).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CLD Part Sale
CLD Reassessment
Corridor Maintenance
Property Transfers
Property Ownership
Customer Maintenance
Inspections
Property Transfers
Property Ownership
Property Transfer Suspension
Owner-Occupier
Account Exception
Returned Mail

A change in ownership has • CLD Part Sale
resulted from a subdivision • CLD Reassessment
or reconfiguration of land
• Corridor Maintenance
• CLD Plan Sealed and
Registered

1. Checking and updating
the land and corridor
information on the land
record in Council’s Core
Land application.

Reference

Example

Activity

Once notified, Council Officers perform a range of activities including:

The cost of this activity may properly be included in the calculation of
the OTF.

Indirectly relates to activity of recording a change of ownership
of land. As noted in the proposed report, recording the change of
ownership under s. 99 of the COBA necessarily entails recording the
new owner’s address for the service of notices under COBA (pursuant to
r146 of the City of Brisbane Regulation 2012).

Directly relates to the activity of recording a change of ownership
of land. The cost of this activity may properly be included in the
calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

QO Comment

Council is typically notified of a change of ownership through a daily data file received from the Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM).
Council also monitors requests for solicitors’ requisitions and rates searches as early notification of pending ownership changes. This enables Council to complete some
of the ownership change activities ahead of time facilitating timelier billing of the new customer.

The change of ownership of land is a significant event in Council’s rating process and is the catalyst for myriad activities that ensures ratepayers are correctly rated and
informed.

Rating Activities

BCC CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP ACTIVITIES – ‘ Attachment F’

Appendix C: ‘Attachment F’ provided by council amended to include column with Queensland Ombudsman comment
(‘QO comment’ , ‘Comment’)
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A property may change
from owner-occupied
to non-owner occupied
or possibly commercial
depending on the nature
of the new owners and the
land use.

Where a Rates Assessor
wishes to investigate
an anomaly with the
ownership and land use
that could affect the
property’s rating.

5. Assessing the rate account
to determine what the
appropriate rating category
to apply is based on the
land and its current use
following the pending or
actual ownership change.

6. Properties may need to
be physically inspected
to confirm its current use
following a change of
ownership.

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Resumption of part of the
land by a government
department or agency such
as Department of Transport
and Main Roads.

4. Team discussions on more
complex ownership change
issues

Indirectly relates to activity of recording a change of ownership of
land only to the extent that team discussions on the ownership of
particular land have a bearing on the owner recorded when there is a
change in ownership of land (such as supervisor/operator problems
solving discussions).

QO Comment

A percentage of the cost of this activity which relates to the team
discussions that have a bearing on the information recorded in the
change of particular ownership information may properly be included
in the calculation of the OTF.
Property Transfers
Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
Property Ownership
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
Property Transfer Suspension associated with the rating and billing processes of the council.
Amalgamations
Building Plans
These are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the
General Rate Exemptions
OTF.
Part Sale and Multiple Lot
Splits
Standard Plans
Refund Parent Account in
Credit
Inspections – Account
Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
Maintenance
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Property Transfers
Property Ownership
Property Transfer Suspension
Pensioner Life Tennant

Reference

Example

Activity

Ownership Transfer Fee

Includes removing previous
owner’s direct debit and
BPAY View instructions
and adding new owner’s
instructions.

11. Adding, amending or
removing the customer’s
direct debit and BPAY
View information where
applicable.

10. Evaluate applications for
exemption from the OTF.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Billing BPAY View
Authority Role
BPAY View Deactivation
Bulk Billing Groups
Customer Maintenance
Direct Debit
Property Transfers

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.
Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Fire service and waste
management levies may
vary if the land use has
altered as a result of
ownership change.
• Ownership Transfer Fee
OTF must be manually
applied to each rate
• Property Transfer
account or may be adjusted
depending on the type and
share of ownership and
sale price
Exemptions are permissible • Ownership Transfer Fee.
for first homeowners and
financial hardship.

8. Applying the relevant State
and Council charges to
the rate account including
fire service levy and waste
management charge.
9. Apply the OTF onto the rate
account.

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

•
•
•
•

Ownership has changed
to a State or Federal
Government authority
where payment in lieu of
rates needs to be agreed.

7. Consult and interpret
legislation and/or Council
policies including City
of Brisbane Act and
Regulations, budget
resolution, revenue and
rating policies, City Plan and
local laws to determine the
appropriate treatment of
the rate account.

Account Exception Report
Amalgamations
Building Plans
Category Override for Vacant
Land
General Rates Exemptions
Inspections - Account
Maintenance
Part Sale and Multiple Lot
Splits
Refunds - Parent Account in
Credit
Standard Plans
Leases
As above

QO Comment

Reference

Example

Activity

Appendix C: ‘Attachment F’ provided by council amended to include column with Queensland Ombudsman
comment (‘QO comment’ , ‘Comment’)
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15. Producing and distributing
an amended bill to the new
owner where the rating
category and/or charges
have varied.
16. Managing verbal and
written correspondence
with ratepayers regarding
ownership changes and the
OTF.

14. Updating the rate account
for the correct rates and
charges in RIMS.

13. Evaluating pensioner
applications for new
pensioners changing
ownership or cross-match
existing pensioners to the
Centrelink database and
resolve any issues

Responding to enquiries
of any nature related to a
change of ownership.

Property Transfers
Property Ownership
Property Transfer Suspension
Account Exception Report
Inspections
Assessing work instructions
Owner Occupier
Early notification

• All Rates work instructions
• Budget resolution
• Rating and revenue policies

•
•
•
•
•
•
Property has changed from •
owner occupied to non•
owner occupied residence.

• Pension Remission Eligibility
• Pensioner – Cross-match
• Pensioner - Remission
Continuation
• Property Ownership

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

• General Rates Exemptions
Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
• Property Transfer Suspension a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
• Owner Occupier
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Examples include general
rate exemptions, category
objections, not-for-profit
remission, owner-occupier
remission and multiresidential (single family)
applications.
Council may need to
contact the new owner to
clarify pensioner details
or provide assistance
with the application. This
particularly applies to
notification of deceased
customers
Updating the rate account
following the outcomes of
the above investigations.

12. Evaluating applications
for rates exemptions,
remissions and/or
objections.

QO Comment

Reference

Example

Activity

Ownership Transfer Fee

Example

A majority of returned
mail items related to
changes in ownership
and investigations may
be needed to locate the
former owner for debt
recovery action.
18. Liaising and advising
Annual revenue forecasting
Corporate Finance and
depends greatly on the
Council’s Administration
anticipated growth in
on ownership transfers
Council’s ratepayer base.
to inform the budget
Historical ownership
development process.
changes must be analysed
to inform these forecasts
19. Reporting on ownership
Actual versus budget
transfers and the OTF as part reporting and trend
of corporate month end
analysis to Corporate
financial reporting
Finance including
specifically on the OTF.
20. Evaluate impacts on existing Ownership change occurs
debtors as a result of an
before land clearing
ownership change and
charges are applied to the
ensure any outstanding
rate account and Council
charges are promptly
believes it is unreasonable
settled.
to pursue the new owner.
21. Correct any issues with rates A former owner neglects
receipting.
to update their saved
BPAY reference following a
change of ownership and
has paid the wrong rate
account.

17. Reviewing returned rates
mail and evaluate impact
on the corresponding rate
account.

Activity
Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.
Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflects general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

• Budget resolution
• Rating and revenue policies

• Monthly Rates Revenue
‘Flash’ Report

• Debt Management
• Debt Management –
Accounts Receivable

• Billing BPAY View
• Payment Dishonours
• Unmatched Cash

QO Comment

• Returned Mail

Reference
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Council officers learn
procedures including
reviewing properties
marked as ‘Ownership
Change Pending’ every 14
days to ensure ownership
changes are processed in a
timely manner.

A pensioner applies for rate • Pensioner Remission Policy
remission on a property
• Pensioner Tenants
held in three names.
• Pensioner work instruction
Council needs to determine
the customers tenancy
type and share to correctly
apply rate remission

24. Council officers undertake
training to record ownership
changes and perform
related activities to ensure
the rate account is correctly
updated.

25. Council officers need to
undertake a title search or
ownership investigation
on pension applications
relating to properties held
as “tenant in common”

• All Rates work instructions
• Budget resolution
• Rating and revenue policies

Indirectly relates to activity of recording a change of ownership
of land to the extent that the quality and control of the ownership
change process is maintained. The cost of this activity may properly be
included in the calculation of the OTF.

• Account Exception Report
• Category Override for Vacant
Land
• Property Transfer Event
• Owner Occupier
• Suspensions

Ensuring the rate account is correctly updated is an activity
consequential to recording the ownership change and should not be
included in the calculation of the OFT.
Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Indirectly relates to activity of recording a change of ownership of
land but only to the extent that council officers undertake training on
the discrete activity of recording ownership changes, not for example,
reviewing properties where a change is pending (see example). The
cost of the training activity, to the extent that it relates to the discrete
activity of making an ownership change upon notification from the
titles office, may properly be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Reivew and reporting of exceptions to ownership change events are
activities consequential upon the recording an ownership change and
should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Appears to relate to activities consequential upon the recording of
a change of ownership and reflect general governance activities
associated with the rating and billing processes of the council. These
are costs that should not be included in the calculation of the OTF.

• Write Offs - Financial (Debt
side of process)

Ownership change occurs
before land clearing
charges are applied to the
rate account and Council
believes it is unreasonable
to pursue the new owner.
Rates Management
conducts periodic random
audits of ownership change
events as part of its ISO9001 quality certification
program.
This is supplemented
by annual internal and
external audit reviews.

22. Evaluating debt writeoffs following changes
of ownership, specifically
whether it remain feasible
and economical to pursue
the debtor.
23. Maintain quality and
control of ownership
change processing through
continuous monitoring,
reporting and review of
exceptions in ownership
change events.

QO Comment

Reference

Example

Activity

Ownership Transfer Fee

Financial and managerial accounting of corporate
revenue including rates and OTF.

Oversight and management of the Financial
• As above
Services Section of within the Support Services
Centre of Council, of which the Revenue
Management function is part of.
Oversight and management of the Support Services • As above
Centre of Council, of which the Financial Services
section is part of.
Handling customer calls and email correspondence • Internal analysis of
regarding ownership changes and the OTF.
call costs between
Jan to March 2012
Handling Lord Mayoral correspondence regarding
• Lord Mayor’s
ownership changes and the OTF.
Correspondence
review (date)

3. Accounting

4. Financial Services
Manager’s Office

7. Lord Mayor’s
Administration
Office

5. Support Service
Centre Executive
Manager’s Office
6. Contact Centre

Office space, fixtures, fittings and related facilities
charges including utilities and cleaning.

2. Rent

• As above

• As above

Provision of computer workstations, corporate and • Council budget
desktop applications, voice and data networks,
• Council financial
server and storage infrastructure and ICT operations system (IFBIS)
and support activities.

1. Information and
Communications
Technology (ICT)

Reference

Example

Activity

Indirect cost/ corporate overhead. The percentage of the cost
of this activity that relates to recording a change of ownership
of land could be included in the calculation of the OTF.
This activity is prior to or consequential on the recording of a
change of ownership. The costs of these activities should not
be included in the calculation of the OFT.
This activity is prior or consequential to recording a change of
ownership. The costs of these activities should not be included
in the calculation of the OFT.

However, the cost of any corporate overheads that relate
to activities that are consequential upon the recording of a
change of ownership and the costs should not be included in
the calculation of the OTF.
Indirect cost for the function. The percentage of the cost of
this activity that relates to recording a change of ownership of
land could be included in the calculation of the OTF.
Indirect cost/ corporate overhead.. The percentage of the cost
of this activity that relates to recording a change of ownership
of land could be included in the calculation of the OTF.
Indirect cost/ corporate overhead. The percentage of the cost
of this activity that relates to recording a change of ownership
of land could be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Indirect cost/ corporate overhead.The percentage of the cost
of this activity that relates to recording a change of ownership
of land could be included in the calculation of the OTF.

Comment

The proportion of these supporting activity costs relevant to ownership change functions is determined through the use of Activity Based Costing data gathered in the
Revenue Management work area.

Council’s full absorption cost approach captures the proportionate share of overheads necessary to support and enable to delivery of rating services including changes
of ownership.

Supporting Activities
Appendix C: ‘Attachment F’ provided by council amended to include column with Queensland Ombudsman
comment (‘QO comment’ , ‘Comment’)
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9. Other Areas

Policy setting, budgeting and financial planning
• Council budget
for revenue including the OTF. Financial reporting
• Council financial
of OTF as part Council revenue. Monitoring the
system (IFBIS)
financial performance of the OTF and evaluating
impacts on Council’s overall revenue position.
a) Divisional Manager’s Office – handling Lord
• As above
Mayoral and general correspondence and issues
regarding rates arising from ownership transfers
and OTF.
b) Brisbane City Legal Practice – provision of legal
advice on rating matters arising from ownership
change and OTF.
c) CEO’s Office – handling general correspondence
from ratepayers and others regarding rating
impacts from ownership changes and the OTF.
d) Corporate Human Resources – HR and industrial
relations support to Revenue Management.
e) Employee and Reporting Services – recruitment
and WHS support to Revenue Management.
f ) General Administration – administrative
support to Revenue Management including
correspondence management, document control
and filing.
g) Corporate Communications – support with
Lord Mayoral and general correspondence and
communications with ratepayers.

8. Corporate Finance

Reference

Example

Activity

Activities e and d are indirect costs/corporate overheads of
a type referred to in section 4.2 of the proposed report and
relate to the activity of recording a change in ownership.
The percentage of the cost of activities e and d that relates
to recording a change in ownership could be included in the
calculation of the OFT

Activities a, b, c, f and g are activities which relate to rates and
are consequential on the recording of a change of ownership.
The costs of these activities should not be included in the
calculation of the OFT.

This activity is consequential on the recording of a change of
ownership. The costs of these activities should not be included
in the calculation of the OFT.

Comment

Ownership Transfer Fee

